
Includes "Broadside" aircraft carrier, plasma-pulse To transform aircraft carrier into jet, follow these ;' Swing out sides of carrier deck t o  form jet wings 
gun, 2 missiles, vibro-axe, Tech Specs decoder, and step-by-step instructions. Swing up bow of carrier to  reveal nose of jet. 
label sheet. 1 Lock bow into position. 
Welcome t o  the World of The Transformers. . . 

' A World of Heroic Autobots@ and Evil Decepticons@! I 
NOTE: Adult supervision may be necessary for - younger children. Excessive force is not necessary. 

LABEL SHEET TECH SPECS DECODER ' 



FP 3 FINISH 

Swing up stern of carrier to reveal jet tail wings. Turn carrier over. Swing up chrome rudders. 

I Lock stern into position. Swing out tail wings. 
Insert post on wing tip into hole in missile. 
Repeat with other rn~sslle. 



CHROME RUDDER IbDIP, 

To transform jet into robot, follow these Stand robot Remove missiles from wlng tips Swrng up jet wlngs. Sl~de out robot arms as sno 
step-by-step instructions Swlng up tall wings , Swing up robot arms 
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' Swing down nose of jet to reveal robot head. Peel and apply labels as shown. To transform back, 
Insert post on plasma-pulse gun into hole in robot reverse the order of the instruct~ons. 

' fist. Insert handle of vibro-axe into hole in robot's 
other fist. For added firepower, the missiles may ! 

; also be ~nserted into the robot's fists in place of 
other weapons. 

i 
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Can you find the black square 
label on your TRANSFORMER? 
Rub the label - 
Watch the robot face appear! 
It IS your evidence that this 

I COLLECT AND SAVE! ' 
Clip and save the ROBOT POINTS - 7 
orinted on Hasbro Transformers 
packages. Then send them in for 
special Transformers offers! 

STUDY YOUR TRANSFORMFR'S TFCH SPFCS 
Each Transformer has different levels of stren U1, 
speed, skill, etc. Clip the bio card and Tech #pea 

from the package. Use the speclal red 
decoder enclosed to decipher the 

specs - just lay it over the 


